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Abstract: We propose a simple methodology to paint carbon nanotube (CNT) powder with a soft
brush onto an elastomer. A large deformation of dielectric elastomer actuator (DEA) occurs according
to the small constraint of the electrodes. Uniform painting with a soft brush leads to a stable
deformation, as demonstrated by the results of multiple trials. Unexpectedly, painting with a soft
brush results in aligned materials on the elastomer. The oriented materials demonstrate anisotropic
mechanical and electronic properties. This simple methodology should help realize innovative
DEA applications.
Keywords: additive manufacturing; dielectric elastomer actuator; brush painting

1. Introduction
Soft actuators and their applications have been studied in a variety of perspectives. Examples
include pneumatic soft rubber actuators [1–4], dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) [5–8], and gel
actuators [9,10]. Compared to other soft actuators, DEAs are energy efficient and power dense
because they are electrostatic actuators. Additionally, DEAs are lightweight and operate silently.
For these reasons, DEAs are attracting attention in both research and industrial fields. Companies are
beginning to employ DEA technologies to adopt the energy efficiency. Valves and grippers of DEAs
are demonstrated [11].
Figure 1 shows the structure of DEA as a capacitor due to the electrostatic driving mechanism.
Applying a voltage difference across the stretchable electrodes causes a squeeze as the stretchable
electrodes pull against each other. This squeeze contracts the actuator in the thickness direction and
expands it in the plane direction due to the incompressibility of the rubber. Simply stacking and
actuating the rubber and the electrodes can realize a few percent of actuated strain.
One potential application with a small deformation is a speaker. Hosoya et al. demonstrated
hemispherical breathing mode speakers using non–pre-strained DEA composed of silicone rubber [12].
Pre-straining can enhance the actuated strain. In 2000, Pelrine et al. reported that the actuation strains
in pre-strained DEAs exceed 100%, demonstrating that the displacement of pre-strained DEAs is much
larger than that of non-pre-strained ones [5]. Additionally, research related to pre-strained DEAs, such
as theoretical models and materials and device integrations, are recognized as a prospective designing
method for practical applications.
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Figure 1. Driving principle of the dielectric elastomer actuator (DEA). DEA employs stretchable rubber
as the dielectric of the capacitor and stretchable electrodes. Applying a voltage difference to the
stretchable electrodes squeezes the stretchable rubber. Rubber contracts in the thickness direction and
expands in the plane direction due to incompressibility of the rubber.

The main issue of DEAs is a high driving voltage. The high voltage restricts applications due
to requirement of voltage amplifier and safety reasons. Two approaches have been considered to
overcome these issues. One is to configure a thinner dielectric layer and the other is to reduce strain
constraint of the electrode layer. Considering a DEA simple model, the characteristic strain of actuation
s is given by [13]
e r e0 V 2
(1)
s= −
Yd2
where er and e0 are permittivity of the relative and vacuum; Y, V, and d are the Young’s modulus,
an applied voltage, and a thickness of the dielectric rubber, respectively. Equation (1) determines the
displacement of DEAs. From Equation (1), reducing the thickness of the dielectric rubber lowers the
driving voltage of DEAs.
Interestingly, Shea’s group recently reported a strain of 7.5% with a driving voltage of 245 V using
a 3-µm-thick dielectric layer [8]. However, there exists limitations in fabrication process to create a
thinner dielectric layer. For example, a thinner layer is torn easily and is difficult to remove when
the film is stuck. In this study, we aim to improve performance of the DEA by reducing the strain
constraints of the electrode layer.
It is well known that the performance of DEA strongly depends on the conditions of the stretchable
electrodes. Unless the electrodes stretch better than the rubber in the dielectric layer, the actuation is
constrained by the electrodes. There are four types of materials for DEA electrodes (ionic gels [14],
carbon grease [15], conductive rubbers [8], and carbon powders [16]). Compared to the other types of
electrodes, stretchable electrodes made of ionic gels are highly transparent [14]. However, they suffer
from leakage of water and bonding issues between the rubber and the gel.
Carbon grease is easy to handle, but maintaining its shape is quite difficult due to the fact that it
is a viscous liquid [15]. Carbon grease is easy to dry and easy to spread on a dielectric rubber, and the
oil components affect a dielectric rubber gradually. Researchers have reported using conductive
rubbers as stretchable electrodes [8]. The researchers emerge a conductive carbon powder by mixing
a carbon black and a flexible polymer to obtain flexible electrodes, which are quite stable for DEAs.
The advantage of this method is that DEAs can be fabricated via printing. Shea’s group has established
systematic printing methods for DEAs using conductive rubber, which is noteworthy [17]. However,
Equation (1) does not describe an actuation property in the case of DEA with conductive rubber
electrodes. The equation should include terms to express that the material properties of conductive
rubber, such as thickness and hardness [18], restricting the actuation.
On the other hand, electrodes made with the carbon powders are ideal to research DEAs with
large actuations because the effect of thickness and hardness of the electrodes to the actuation is
small compared to the other electrodes. However, coating, patterning, and printing methods of
powders are not well investigated. Several carbon powders such as carbon black, carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), and graphite are used for electrodes of DEAs. Herein, we focus on CNTs because they have
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interesting properties compared to other carbons. CNTs change the material properties up to a number
of layers (multi-walled, single-walled) and curling patterns (metal and semiconductor). Fabrication
and separation processes for CNTs have been developed as an alternative to existing silicone-based
materials. Furthermore, CNTs display a large anisotropic property, which other carbon-based powders
lack. The longitudinal length of CNT is ~1000 times longer than the shorter direction in our case
(multi-walled carbon nanotube 724769, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA). Aligned CNTs show an
anisotropic electrical property. The conductivity changes about 60 times according to the direction of
the patterned CNTs [19]. When the substrate is stretched in the longitudinal direction, the conductivity
can effectively persist in the tube configuration. The CNTs slide by stretching and it is unlikely that
contact between CNTs is completely lost.
Several methods have been proposed to print CNTs by mixing into a solution, including
painting [20], spraying [21], and inkjet printing [22]. Inkjet printing is a promising method to draw
complex pattern conveniently, especially when a desktop inkjet printer is employed. A desktop inkjet
printer has an arguable affinity with a prototype mechatronic system [23]. Three-dimensional (3D)
wiring board printed with an inkjet printer was also proposed [24]. Generally, CNTs are dispersed
into solutions to apply these printing methods. However, CNTs easily aggregate due to their strong
van der Waals force, making it difficult to create high-density CNT ink. Some researchers have
added functional groups to CNTs to try to make them soluble. However, chemical modifications
can deteriorate the properties of CNTs. Wettability between the substrate and the solution is also
not negligible. Non-uniform patterning due to the coffee ring effect, which is caused by differential
evaporation of the droplet, should be managed.
Direct patterning of the CNT powder can be an alternative method to bypass the aforementioned
issues. In this study, we propose a simple concept of painting a CNT powder directly on an elastomer
with a soft brush. Painting tools are used not only in industrial fields but also in daily life, to pattern
various inks, and are deeply related to human culture, such as arts and calligraphy [25].
2. Materials and Methods
Figure 2a shows a soft brush employed in experiments. The soft brush consists of aligned
high-density hairs with a 150-µm diameter and a Young modulus of 10.53 GPa. The hairs buckle
when painting on the staffs, providing a uniform force onto the substrate. Changing the painting
direction can control the force vector. This simple method enhances and manages the driving property,
expanding the potential of DEA applications. There were two types of elastomers: acrylic and silicone.
Generally, DEAs with acrylic elastomers show a high deformation and a slow transient, whereas DEAs
with silicone elastomers show a small deformation and a fast-transient speed. Which elastomer to
choose depends on the applications. Figure 2b shows schematic of the DEA pattern electrode process.
Teflon sheet was employed as a masking sheet to design circular CNT electrodes.

Figure 2. (a) Photo of a soft brush employed to paint DEA electrodes. It consists of aligned high-density
hairs with a 150-µm diameter and a 10.53 GPa Young modulus. (b) Schematic of process to pattern the
electrodes. Sheet of Teflon is used to pattern the electrodes.
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We summarize materials and methods employed for experiments in Table 1. We employed
an acrylic elastomer (VHB Y-4905J, 3M, Maplewood, MN, USA) and a silicone elastomer (ELASTOSIL
FILM 2030 SHEET, WACKER, Munich, German). The acrylic elastomer has a feature in configuration.
The elastomer is used as an adhesive tape, and sandwiched by adhesive layers. The existence of the
adhesive layers highly affects to results. We applied CNT (multi-walled carbon nanotube 724769,
Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) to the elastomers by hand and the brush. For painting by hand,
we employed tissue paper to transfer the CNT powder. We put certain amount of the powder to the
tissue paper, and apply the powder to the elastomer by hand. The tools used for the painting is shown
in the last line of Table 1.
Table 1. Materials and methods employed in the experiment.
DEA A

DEA B

DEA C

Material of elastomer

Acrylic

Acrylic

Silicone

Model number
(Supplier)

VHB Y-4905J
(3M)

VHB Y-4905J
(3M)

ELASTOSIL
FILM 2030 SHEET
(WACKER)

Painting tool

Hand

Brush

Brush

2.1. Observation Experiment
Firstly, we conducted observation experiments to investigate the conditions of the electrode on
the elastomers. We brushed CNT powders in one direction onto surface of the elastomers which
are pre-stretched. We pre-stretched all the acrylic DEAs demonstrated in the paper for 300% using
an aluminum frame on all sides. The silicone DEA was pre-stretched 50% using the same method.
We took images with a camera and a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (VE9800, Keyence,
Osaka, Japan). For the images taken with the camera, we analyzed with a gray scale histogram of the
image. Pixels corresponded to each color of the gray scale were counted by an image analysis software
(Image J). We employed a white background to observe transparency of the electrode. We evaluated
the electrode from two factors, which were intensity of peak in the histogram and value of gray scale
which has the largest value. Uniformity of the electrode was investigated from the intensity of peak in
the histogram. Transparency was examined from the value of gray scale which has the largest value.
For the images taken with the SEM, we analyzed distribution of the orientation using image analysis
software based on fast Fourier transfer [26]. As a control experiment, we applied the brush to the
acrylic elastomer without CNT. Then, we stroked the brush on the acrylic elastomer for 120 times to
confirm whether existence of the CNT was required for the orientation.
2.2. Performance Experiment
Secondly, we investigated the performance of DEAs. We conducted three experiments to compare
performance of the DEA of which electrodes painted by hand and the brush. (1) We measured
transient response of the DEAs. We applied a voltage of 2 kV for 3000 s to the DEAs listed in Table 1.
(2) We compared static strain of the DEAs. A voltage between 0.5 kV and 2 kV was applied to the
acrylic elastomer of which the electrodes were painted by hand or with the brush. We measured the
radial strain 3000 s after applying the voltage. (3) Stability of the actuation was also investigated.
We attempted the experiment to measure the static strain five times with applied a voltage of 2 kV,
and took average and error of the attempts to examine the reproductivity. The radial strains were
measured by the image analysis software (Image J) in the three experiments. We employed an amplifier
(HEOPT-20B10, Matsusada Precision Inc., Shiga, Japan) to apply high voltage for the actuator.
Finally, we conducted experiments to observe the effect of oriented CNTs on the mechanical and
electrical properties of DEA. As mentioned in the introduction, anisotropy is one of notable features of
CNTs. Anisotropy can be induced by painting with the brush in one direction. A 300% pre-stretched
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acrylic elastomer was coated by CNT with brushing in one direction. A square electrode with 7 cm
sides was employed to observe the anisotropic property. We applied voltage of 2 kV to the DEA for
3000 s. The center of each side was captured with the image analysis software to obtain lateral strain.
We also measured the anisotropic resistance of electrodes. A 5-cm square electrode was prepared,
and the resistances were measured parallel and perpendicular to direction of the orientation direction.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Observation Experiment
We patterned the circular electrodes by hand (Figure 3a) and painted with the soft brush (Figure 3b)
through the masking sheet. Figure 4a,b show the histogram results from the electrode patterned by
hand and the brush. Values of vertical axis are standardized by the maximum value in the graph.
The histogram from the brushed electrodes shows larger value of gray scale and a higher intensity
peak than from the electrode patterned by hand. The painting sequence removes the extra CNTs on
the electrodes. Consequently, the electrode has a uniform density and a high transparency.
Figure 5a shows photo of the electrode on the silicone elastomer. We painted CNT powders on the
silicone elastomer to investigate the substrate dependence. A gray histogram in Figure 5b shows that
uniform patterning is also achieved for the silicone elastomer. The electrode on the silicone elastomer
is more transparent compared to the one on an acrylic elastomer. This is because the adhesive layer
stacks on the acrylic elastomer, but not on the silicone elastomer. CNTs attach to the adhesive layer,
and eventually more CNTs remain on the acrylic elastomer. Table 2 shows feature values of the gray
scale histograms. The electrode painted by the brush showed higher mean value and smaller standard
deviation than the electrode painted by hand. Thus, the electrode painted by the brush was more
uniform and transparent.
Figure 6 shows SEM photos of CNT powders painted on the acrylic elastomer by hand (Figure 6a),
on the acrylic elastomer with the soft brush (Figure 6b), and on the silicone elastomer painted with the
soft brush (Figure 6c). We observed orientation of material on the acrylic elastomers in one direction.
The direction was equivalent to the applied brush direction. On the other hand, we were unable to
observe the orientation on the silicone elastomer. Figure 6d–f show distribution of the orientations.
The specimen with the acrylic elastomer shows a high intensity in one angle.

Figure 3. (a) A stretchable electrode patterned by hand on the acrylic elastomer. (b) A stretchable
electrode painted with the soft brush on the acrylic elastomer. A uniform and transparent electrode
was obtained by painting with the soft blush.
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Figure 4. Gray scale histogram of (a) a stretchable electrode patterned by hand on the acrylic elastomer
and (b) a stretchable electrode painted with the soft brush on the acrylic elastomer. The histogram from
the brushed electrodes shows a larger value of gray scale and a higher intensity peak.

Figure 5. (a) A stretchable electrode painted with the soft brush on a silicone elastomer. (b) Gray scale
histogram of the photo. The graph shows more intense peak compared to the electrode placed on the
acrylic elastomer.

Figure 6. SEM images and graphs of orientation distributions on the acrylic elastomer (a,d) painted by
hand; (b,e) painted with the soft blush; and (c,f) the silicone elastomer painted with the soft blush.
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Orientation of a material is observed on a surface of the acrylic elastomer painted with the soft blush.
(g) SEM images of the acrylic elastomer surface before and after painting 120 times with the soft brush
without carbon nanotube (CNT) powder.

Table 2. Feature values of histograms.

Max value
Minimum value
Mean value
Standard deviation

DEA A

DEA B

DEA C

122
33
78.5
15.3

217
56
164
11.1

179
137
151
6.65

We hypothesized that the orientation was induced by flowing or scarring of the adhesive layer.
Figure 6g shows images when the soft brush is applied directly on the acrylic elastomer for 120 times
without the CNT powder. We could not observe the deference between before and after applying the
brush directly to the acrylic elastomer without CNT. From this result, we conclude that the orientation
of the material observed in the SEM image relates to interaction between the elastomer and CNT.
We supposed that the orientation of material affects performance of the DEA. The mechanical and
electrical effects are investigated in the next subsection.
3.2. Performance Experiment
Figure 7 shows static driving states of an acrylic DEA painted with the soft brush. Figure 7a,b
show reference and driving states respectively. The CNT electrodes stretch circularly as shown in the
figures. Figure 8 shows dynamic response of the DEAs. The acrylic elastomer painted with the brush
shows the largest radial strain (52%), which can be the rephrased area strain of 133% with applied a
voltage of 2 kV. Painting the electrode with the brush provides a 13.7% larger strain than painting by
hand in case of the acrylic elastomer. The silicone elastomer shows a fast-transient response compared
to the acrylic elastomer. Radial strain of 5.5% is obtained on the silicone elastomer painted with
the brush.

Figure 7. (a) Reference (b) and driving state of the acrylic DEA painted with the soft brush. Terminal
displacement of an acrylic DEA is visualized via 2-kV voltage applied for 3000 s. Acrylic DEA shows a
radial strain of 52%, indicating a 133% area strain.
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Figure 8. Dynamic response of the DEAs. The acrylic elastomer painted with the brush shows a 13.7%
larger radial strain compared to an acrylic elastomer painted by hand. The silicone elastomer shows a
fast transient response, which is a feature of the silicone elastomer itself.

Figure 9 shows trends in radial strains as a function of an applied voltage. The powder electrodes
hardly restrict deformation of the elastomer, resulting in a larger deformation of the actuator. The larger
deformation leads to deformation with a low voltage. To develop a DEA driven with the low
voltage, selecting the property of the electrodes can be an alternative to fabricate thinner dielectric
elastomers. For any applied voltages from 0.5 kV to 2 kV, the DEA painted with the brush exhibits
better performance than that painted by hand. Applying a larger voltage (e.g., 2.5 kV) causes the DEAs
to be broken down, and prevents to measure the static strain.
One of the advantages of the painting methods is reproducibility. We hypothesize that painting
with the brush leads to stable actuation of the DEAs since uniform patterning of the electrodes realizes
a uniform strain. Figure 10 shows the average radial strain of the DEAs over five trials. The error bars
show the maximum and the minimum values. Differences of 11% and 6% in the error are obtained
from the DEAs painted by hand and with the brush, respectively. Thus, painting DEAs with the soft
brush results in larger displacement and higher reproducibility.

Figure 9. Radial strain of DEAs as a function of an applied voltage. For applied voltages between
0.5 kV and 2 kV, DEA painted with the brush shows larger strain.
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Figure 10. Average radial strains of the DEAs painted by hand and with the brush. Error bars show
the maximum and the minimum values over five trials. The DEA painted with the soft brush shows
larger strain and smaller error.

Figure 11 shows time transient of lateral strains perpendicular and parallel to the oriented direction
of CNT. The DEA with the square electrode demonstrates anisotropic deformation. The deformation of
the DEA perpendicular to the direction of the orientation shows larger strain than that in the parallel
direction by 5.9% at 3000 s after applying the voltage. The deformation of the longer direction is
restrained due to the high van der Waals force of CNTs. The resistances measured perpendicular
and parallel to the orientation were confirmed as 2.58 MΩ and 5.56 MΩ, respectively. The resistance
measured perpendicularly showed less value than the one with parallel by 46%. After applying
a voltage of 1 kV to induce deformation, the resistances changed to 5.87 MΩ (perpendicular) and
4.72 MΩ (parallel), respectively. The change of the resistance would be caused by stretching of the
elastomer due to the actuation and electric field generated by applying the voltage.

Figure 11. Time transient of lateral strains perpendicular and parallel to the orientation. A voltage of
2 kV was applied for 3000 s. The DEA demonstrates larger actuation in the perpendicular direction to
the orientation.
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we propose the simple methodology to paint CNT powder with the soft brush
onto the elastomer. A large deformation of DEA for the radial strain of 52% occurs according to
small constraint of the electrodes. Uniform painting with the soft brush leads to stable deformation,
as demonstrated by the experiments with five trials. Unexpectedly, painting with the soft brush
results in aligned material on the acrylic elastomer. The orientation occurs due to the adhesive
layer sandwiching the layer of the acrylic elastomer. The adhesive nature interacts with materials to
aggregate in one direction. The oriented CNTs show anisotropic mechanical and electronic properties.
The lateral strain enlarges by 5.9% and the resistance decreased by 46% due to the orientation.
Comparing with painting by hand, painting by the brush increases safeness of a human. A risk
to interact the hazardous material decreases by using the brush. This simple methodology should help
realize innovative DEA applications.
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